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LIOR GOTESMAN
liorgo @gmail.com  | 4087617939  | San Mateo, CA 94401

A full-stack software developer for 7 years with 4 years specializing in Salesforce development. Built and
operated relationship coaching startup in 2017. Starting from the initial idea, grew the company to become the
#1 relationship coaching service in the world with over 100,000 clients served. I'm obsessed with making
products people love and making a positive impact in the world. I'm looking for a role that enables me to use
my technical skills, people skills and creative problem-solving to make it happen.

Relationship Hero | CA
Founder and COO
10/2016 - Current

Took company from $0 to $6m ARR in 4 years
Raised $4 million in funding from VCs and individual investors
Took product from an idea to a successful MVP and to the product
as it exists today
Frequently communicated with coaches, clients and engineering,
improving collaboration and product direction
Established company mission, vision and values that laid the
foundation for our highly praised company culture
Invented relationship coaching framework, phone scripts and
session outlines used by all coaches
Created cost-efficient hiring process and interviewing approach to
reliably identify talented candidates
Improved onboarding training to convert new hires into full-time
coaches in less than 10 days
Implemented employee support systems and mentoring programs
that reduced turnover by 50%
Created highly successful new user chatroom flow that raised
conversion rate from 3% to 9%
Optimized marketing funnel using Google and Facebook Ads,
UI/UX tweaks and A/B testing
Built structure for scaling and rapidly grew team size to over 120
coaches and staff

Full Circle Insights | San Mateo, CA
Senior Software Developer

Developed three standalone applications generating +$1 million in
sales

Summary

Experience



07/2013 - 09/2017 Modified existing software systems to enhance performance and
add new features.
Participated in team meetings and provided input on deadlines,
designs and enhancements
Managed all projects using Jira
Tested all software prior to going live to alleviate bugs and
troubleshoot issues.
Designed user-friendly software interfaces to simplify overall
management
Authored workbook on Visualforce development that was later
published by Salesforce

Reputation | San Mateo, CA
Software Engineer
07/2011 - 03/2013

Designed and implemented over four end-to-end standalone
products and features used internally and by customers
Led 100% company adoption to Salesforce from the legacy in-house
CRM
Initialized salesforce instance from legacy CRM with compatible
data structures, integrative functionality, passing unit tests and
improved UI/UX
Collaborating cross-departmentally on projects/features that involve
Salesforce
Developed mobile-friendly payment system using Visualforce
components
Built live sales dashboards displayed on TVs throughout the office
all day

University of California | Davis
Bachelor of Arts in Economics
06/2009

    
     

Leading and growing teams
Excellent people skills
Cross-departmental communication
Hiring operations
Quality assurance
Policy making

End-to-end product development
Full-stack web developing
JavaScript, React, Python and MySQL
Salesforce developing
Apex, SOQL, Lightning
Front-end development

Education

Skills

YCombinator | Mountain View, CA 
Graduated S17 Batch
08/2017


